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Indigena advocates for qualitative 
artisanal products with a guarantee 
to be locally produced and fairly 
remunerated. We want you to learn 
about the rich culture of the native 
people in a way where respect and 
transparency are central. Every product 
has been carefully handpicked from the 
workplace of indigenous communities. 

Introduction

Authentic artisanal products  
from Latin-America
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Collection

La Chamba

Our black pottery is handmade in  
La Chamba, a village in the region of 
Tolima, Columbia. For over 300 years, 
85% of the people living in this village 
have been working together to create 
ceramics, using ancestral techniques that 
have been passed on from generation to 
generation.
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handmade,
100% natural

The artisans source a specific type of clay 
from the shores of the Rio Magdalena river. 
Once the clay is molded into its desired 
form, they are dried in the sun and then 
polished with precious stones. The objects 
are then placed in the oven at 800°C. 
Finally, the artisans start the smoking 
process using a combination of dried local 
spices. This final step gives the pottery its 
iconic black color.
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The clay retains heat and moisture 
enabling a slow, even cooking.   
Because the clay absorbs moisture, there 
is less harsh steam in the pot, so food is 
able to cook in its own juices and not dry 
out. The moist enclosed in the pot results 
in food that is healthier, tastier, and moist 
requiring less fat & liquids.

A healthy kitchen
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use & 
maintenance

Our cookware is not only beautiful, it’s 
also very sturdy and will last many years 
with proper use and care.  
 
Use : on gas or electric stove, in the 
oven and microwave. No induction.
Maintenance : Use of dishwasher 
allowed, yet not advised. 
Material : 100% organic clay, no lead or 
varnish 
 
Before you use your La Chamba pottery 
for the first time, wash it well and fill it 
up halfway with water. Then, place it in a 
gas oven for 30 minutes at 200°C.  
 
This will prevent your pot from sticking 
during future use, and will allow for the 
clay to become stronger everytime it’s 
exposed to heat.
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Elegantly from the stove to the 
oven and onto the table.

Oven dishes
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Oval oven dish + handle 1 
Oval oven dish + handle 2 
Oval oven dish + handle 3 
Oval oven dish + handle 5 
Oval oven dish + handle 6 
Oval oven dish + handle 7

description

COL-CH10.1 
COL-CH10.2 
COL-CH10.3 
COL-CH10.5 
COL-CH10.6 
COL-CH10.7

reference

L26 D18 H5-6 
L29 D20 H5-7 
L32,5 D22 H5-8 
L40,5 D28 H6-8 
L44 D33 H6-8 
L50 D35 H7-9

dimensionoval oven dish

Rectangle oven dish + handle 1 
Rectangle oven dish + handle 3 
Rectangle oven dish + handle 5 
Rectangle oven dish + handle 6

description

COL-CH29.1 
COL-CH29.3 
COL-CH29.5 
COL-CH29.6

reference

L25 D17,5 H4  
L30 D23,5 H6-8 
L35 D26,5 H6-8 
L39 D30 H6,5-9

dimensionrectangle oven dish
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Round oven dish + handle 1 
Round oven dish + handle 3 
Round oven dish + handle 5 
Round oven dish + handle 6

description

COL-CH40.1 
COL-CH40.3 
COL-CH40.5 
COL-CH40.6

reference

L19 D15 H5 
L26 D21 H6
L30 D25 H9 
L33 D39 H10

dimensionround oven dish

Square oven dish 2 
Square oven dish 3  
Square oven dish 4  
Square oven dish 5  
Square oven dish 6  
Square oven dish 7

description

COL-CH70.2 
COL-CH70.3 
COL-CH70.4 
COL-CH70.5 
COL-CH70.6 
COL-CH70.7

reference

L22 D20 H5,5 
L24,5 D23 H6,5 
L27,5 D25 H6,5 
L29,5 D28 H7 
L34,5 D30 H7  
L39 D33 H7,5

dimensionsquare oven dish
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Flat oval oven dish 1 
Flat oval oven dish 3 
Flat oval oven dish 5

description

COL-CH20.1 
COL-CH20.3 
COL-CH20.5

reference

L24 D18 H4  
L30 D21 H4  
L38 D28 H4,5

dimensionflat oval oven dish

Oven plate 5 
Oven plate 6 
Oven plate 7

description

COL-CH60.5 
COL-CH60.5 
COL-CH60.7

reference

D30  H5 
D33 H5 
D36 H5

dimensionoven plate
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Elegantly from the stove to the 
oven and onto the table.

Marmite & casserole
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Round casserole + lid 1 
Round casserole + lid 2  
Round casserole + lid 3  
Round casserole + lid 4  
Round casserole + lid 5  
Round casserole + lid 6

description

COL-CH18.1 
COL-CH18.2 
COL-CH18.3 
COL-CH18.4 
COL-CH18.5
COL-CH18.6

reference

L22 D18 H9-14
L25 D20 H9-14
L27 D22 H11-19 
L30 D24 H13,5-21,5 
L33 D26 H15-23 
L39,5 D33 H13-23

dimensionround casserole

Lower round casserole + lid 5  
Lower round casserole + lid 6

description

COL-CH92.5 
COL-CH92.6

reference

L32 D27 H8-10,5 
L37 D30 H10-12,5

dimensionlower round casserole
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Oval casserole + lid 1  
Oval casserole + lid 2  
Oval casserole + lid 3
Oval casserole + lid 4  
Oval casserole + lid 5  
Oval casserole + lid 6 
Oval casserole + lid 8

description

COL-CH12.1 
COL-CH12.2 
COL-CH12.3
COL-CH12.4 
COL-CH12.5 
COL-CH12.6 
COL-CH12.8

reference

L25 D18 H9-11 
L29 D20 H11-13 
L31 D23 H12-14 
L33 D25 H11-13 
L36 D29 H 12-14 
L39 D31 H12-14 
L45 D35 H14-16

dimensionoval casserole

Casserole with handle

description

COL-CH165.4

reference

L34 D24 H13-20

dimensioncasserole with handle
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Cooking pot 0
Cooking pot 3 
Cooking pot 5 
Cooking pot 6

description

COL-CH45.0L 
COL-CH45.3 
COL-CH45.5 
COL-CH45.6

reference

L12,5 D10,5 H6-8  
L26 D22 H16-24  
L29 D26 H20,5-28  
L33 D33 H28-35

dimensioncooking pot
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Perfeclty for hot or cold dishes. 
Elegantly from the stove to the 
oven and onto the table.

Salad bowls
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Flat salad bowl 1
Flat salad bowl 2
Flat salad bowl 3

description

COL-CH17.1 
COL-CH17.2 
COL-CH17.3

reference

D25 H7 
D30 H7 
D38 H11

dimensionflat salad bowl 

Deep salad bowl 2 
Deep salad bowl 3

description

COL-CH21.2 
COL-CH21.3

reference

D25,5 H11 
D27 H12

dimensiondeep salad bowl
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Large round bowl 7 
Large round bowl 8 
Large round bowl 9

description

COL-CH21.7 
COL-CH21.8 
COL-CH21.9

reference

D19,5 H9 
D25 H11 
D29,5 H15,5

dimensionlarge round bowl

Small oval bowl 
Large oval bowl

description

COL-CH1300.2 
COL-CH125.3

reference

L35 D19 H11 
L35 D31 H8,5

dimensionoval bowl
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Maxi canoe bowl 1

description

COL-CH125.1A

reference

L32 D23 H8-9,5

dimensionmaxi canoe bowl

Round low bowl

description

COL-CH1300.1

reference

D28 H8

dimensionround low bowl
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Handmade, unique crockery 
Elegantly from the stove to the 
oven and onto the table.

Bowls & plates
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Plate 1 
Plate 2 
Plate 3 
Plate 4 

description

COL-CH60.1 
COL-CH60.2
COL-CH60.3 
COL-CH60.4

reference

D19 H4 
D22 H4 
D24,5 H4 
D26,5 H4

dimensionplate

Soup bowl 6 
Soup bowl 7 
Soup bowl 8

description

COL-CH13.6 
COL-CH13.7 
COL-CH13.8

reference

D13 H7 
D16 H7,5 
D17,5 H8

dimensionsoup bowl

Flat plate 2
Flat plate 4 

description

COL-CH90.2 
COL-CH90.4

reference

D22
D24,5

dimensionflat plate
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bowl with one handle

description

COL-CH50.3

reference

L13,5 D10,5 H5-7

dimensionbowl with one handle

Mini bowl without handles 1 
Mini bowl without handles 2

description

COL-CH33.1E 
COL-CH33.2E

reference

D6,5 H3,5 
D8 H3,5

dimensionmini bowl without handles

bowl with foot without  
handles

description

COL-CH26

reference

D8 H5,5

dimensionbowl with foot without handles
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bowl with handles

description

COL-CH26.E

reference

D9,5 H3,5

dimensionbowl with handles

Mini canoe

description

COL-011.7

reference

L11,5 D7 H3-3,5

dimensionmini canoe

Little mug

description

COL-CH19.1

reference

L10 D5 H7

dimensionmug
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Made with ancestral Latin American 
tradition. Fairly remunerated and made 
in respect of indigenous cultures.

Unique pieces
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Chicken cooking pot + lid

description

COL-CH111

reference

L38 D25 H18-25

dimensionchicken cooking pot + lid

Large tajine

description

COL-140.7

reference

D36 H26,5

dimensionlarge tajine

Ladle

description

COL-CH 32.4

reference

H31 D10

dimensionladle
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Sauce boat with handle

description

COL-CH1100.1

reference

L16 D9 H5,5

dimensionsauce boat with handle

Triple sauce boat

description

COL-CH42.3

reference

D20 H4-7

dimensiontriple sauce boat

Sauce boat with lid

description

COL-CH16.3

reference

L10 D5 H7

dimensionsauce boat with lid
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“We want you to learn about the rich 
culture of the native people in a way 
where respect and transparency are 
central. Every product has been carefully 
handpicked from the workplace of  
indigenous communities.  
 
Join us on the Indigena journey, and you 
will understand that we offer more than 
just a product.”
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The original color of the clay.  
Following the same production 
process as the black pottery, with only 
one difference : there is no smoking 
process. 

Terracotta
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Round casserole + lid 3  
Round casserole + lid 5 

description

COL-CHR18.3 
COL-CHR18.5

reference

L27 D22 H11-19 
L33 D26 H15-23

dimensionround casserole

Soup bowl 6 
Soup bowl 7 
Soup bowl 8

description

COL-CHR13.6 
COL-CHR13.7 
COL-CHR13.8

reference

D13 H7  
D16 H7,5  
D17,5 H8

dimensionsoup bowl

Square oven dish 2 
Square oven dish 4 
Square oven dish 6

description

COL-CHR70.2 
COL-CHR70.4 
COL-CHR70.6

reference

L22 D20 H5,5 
L27,5 D25 H6,5 
L34,5 D30 H7

dimensionsquare oven dish
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Conditions of sale

- Delivery time: 15 days maximum after obtaining the order form.
- Shipping costs: please select your place of delivery to know the cost of transport. These will appear on your proforma.  
For countries outside Benelux and France, you will receive a separate invoice for the shipping cost.
 
- When not returned or replaced, pallets will be charged 15 € excl. VAT/piece.
- When receiving your deliveries, please sign the delivery note with the mention “subject to control”.  
We will replace a damaged product, or an incorrect order, on the condition to be notified in writing within 24 hours with 
photos and references. Please notify us via sophie@indigena.be  
If lack thereof, the carrier will refuse to intervene and we unfortunately will not be able refund nor replace the item.
 
- We guarantee craftsmanship, which means that the measurements or colors shown may vary slightly according to the 
indications.  
- We guarantee a 100% natural product, without varnish or lead. More information on the manufacturing process can be 
found on our website. The product is to be used with care. Do not cut with a sharp knife, use in the dishwasher, or cook at 
very high temperatures as this may allow the red color that is used for the smoking process to appear.
 
- Payment is made within 30 days after receipt of the invoice.
- In the absence of payment within 30 days after the reminder, the unpaid amount will be increased by a conventional in-
demnity of 2% and interest of delay of 10% per year. The courts of Brussels alone will be competent.
- Indigena Account  
CBC - IBAN: BE05 7320 3929 7175 - BIC CREGBEBB
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“Through these products you will  
discover the artisans. Every moment 
they get away from their daily tasks, the 
women of the village spend on the  
creation of these objects. 

In the shadow of a tree or late in the 
evening while the children are sleeping, 
you will find the women working on 
their creations. The sale of their products 
allows them to support their family.”
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INDIGENA - fine folk art 

Avenue de l’orée 21/3 

1000 Bruxelles, 

Belgium 

www.indigena.be 

@indigena_fine_folk_art 

 

tél : +32 (0)479 282 112

sophie@indigena.be

BE0667.792.639.

Join the journey.


